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About the WPA
In January 2013, several leading contract wine packaging companies joined forces to form
Wine Packagers of Australia (WPA).
As individual contract packagers, we recognise the need to use our combined knowledge and
expertise in the packaging of wine to assess and study dry good and packaging performances
experienced across our businesses.
We meet quarterly to discuss manufacturing capability issues, innovations in packaging and
packaging equipment, legal compliance issues, supplier performance, and related industry
changes.
With an accumulated 162 years in the contract packaging industry, our knowledge of wine
packaging is unparalleled.
Label Application
As contract packagers we are the last link in the supply chain – and when the label doesn’t
meet the expectations of the customer it seems that application is the strong suspect.
We are involved with many trouble-shooting investigations where we scrutinise the suitability
and performance of dry goods on our members’ automated bottling lines. When label
application issues arise, we can recognise very quickly whether the fault has been through
application error or if other factors have contributed.
This WPA paper contains information on what can influence and contribute to label bubbling,
lifting and frilling.
Open Weave Paper Stocks
Many customers would like their product to perform well when exposed to refrigeration and ice
buckets.
WPA quality team members have conducted many tests on open weave paper using the
steam stress test to determine how uncoated paper stocks perform under humid conditions.
This involves holding bottles directly over boiling water and stressing the label to steam for 10
seconds.
Due to the unique characteristics of open weave papers, bubbling/lifting can occur particularly
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with larger area labels. The use of over-varnish is recommended to boost surface water
repellence and to minimise the opportunities of label distortion when exposed to high
humidity/moisture during filling, labelling, storage or refrigeration. Fasson recommend a
varnish designed to achieve a target COBB* value of 1 gram or less for a robust product.
They also recommend that you speak with your designer/printer for selection of correct
varnish. *COBB Value: weight (grams) of water absorbed per square metre (m2) of label area.
Some manufacturers supply labels with a polymer layer as a barrier to also help reduce
bubbling for wines that are refrigerated. Thorough testing through the bottling line is
recommended prior to use.
Foiling, Embossing, or Debossing (reversed embossing)
These embellishments greatly reduce the surface area of the label contacting the glass and
will reduce the effectiveness of the adhesive as they can distort the paper fibre and can reduce
adhesion to the glass bottle, resulting in moisture permeating from between the glass and into
the label. This lifting can be delayed in time and not evident immediately during or after
bottling. Thorough review of the label’s embillishments should be undertaken by your contract
packager.
Glass sink and bulge
The labeling equipment used by our members are industry standard machines operated in a
commercial environment where best practice is used to apply labels to bottles with a diverse
range of sink and bulge. It is therefore imperative that label stock is chosen fit for purpose and
resilient.
Small imperfections in the surface of the bottles, such as sink or bulges in the label panel, can
result in the label not making perfect contact with the glass. If moisture penetrates into the
label, the paper fibers expand and will lift at the points of weakest bonding to the glass, such
as areas where there is sink or bulge.
If your contract packager believes the bottle is the source of bubbling and lifting labels, they
have access to state-of-the-art Exascan equipment to measure the dimensions of the bottle’s
label panel or the encroachment of the heel and shoulder radius on the label panel edges.
Attached for information is the article:
•

Help! My wine labels have bubbled Asia Pacific Packaging 2004

Summary
As a contract packagers we use our combined knowledge and expertise in our given
fields to set benchmark tests and specifications that provide our customers and their designers
with the tools and information they need to make the best label decisions for their brands. A
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copy of the label pdf (see example attached) containing information on paper stock, adhesive,
label embellishments (embossing, graining, varnish/high build), roll direction, core size and
dimension detail as well as label samples is welcomed by your contract packager well before
the bottling date.
Across our businesses we are experiencing an increase in the use of open weave paper
stock and labels being manufactured overseas for application in Australia. These have
shown a susceptibility to bubbling.
Our members do not warrant or guarantee successful or long-term adhesion of labels that
have not been designed using the information contained in this Information Sheet and referring
to the Getting Ready for Bottling Pressure Sensitive Label Guide which can be downloaded
from https://wpa.org.au/supplier-specifications/ or https://sizemeup.com.au/resources/
We hope this information sheet is of use to you in choosing the correct paper stock for your
labels.
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